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In this chapter we examine the use c technology in clinical settings from
several perspectives. We begin with htorical applications beginning early in
the twentieth century and then project pssible applicationsbased on trends and
developments currently in progress. Finlly, we ar~ue that technological transformations not only make possible fudamental changes in the operation of
university clinics, but in fact necessitat them since, by altering the nature of
literacy, technology correspondingly allrs the mamer in which literacy must
be assessed and teachers trained.
This view may very well place us at odswith tho~ who assume that the proper
goal of university clinics is to assess chilren's profidencies and needs relative to
print alone. This difference in perspectb arises frem a vision of the future not
shared by all, a future some have chararerizedas a post-typographic age, when
literacy and what it demands of readers ad writers maybear little resemblance to
the notions of the past.
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HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
In the broadest sense of the term, reading clinics have always depended on
technology. In fact, literacy itself is in large part shaped and defined by technological changes-from the development of moveable type, to the creation of
divers fonts, to Ihe invention of the pencil. While the word technology has
presently come to connote the use of machines, and while that is our focus
here, it is important to realize that this connotation is, in reality, a narrow
perspective.
During the twentieth century, technology (in the mechanical sense) came to
serve two distinct functions in clinical settings. One of these functions was to
provide clinicians with physical measurements, typically involving vision and
hearing. The other function was that of a medium of instruction, first as filmstrips, audiotapes and the like, and more recently as computer-assisted instruction (CAl). These applications were not unique to clinical settings, but such
factors as expense and infrequency of use made some applications more likely
to be housed there.

SOllrce:
Sollrce:

Belts (1954).

Belts (1954).

Figurc 1. Visual Assessment Near Mid-century Using
a Stereoscopic Device

Figure2. Group Audiometer As~essment
Near Mid-Century
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Types of Applications

The audiometer

The mission of university reading clinics has historically varied in its scope,
somelimes being confined to the produclion of a diagnostic report and sometimes
including remedial work based on the diagnostic recommendalions. Using the
hroader of Ihese Iwoll1issions (Ihal is, including bolh assessmentand instruction),
we suggestfour generalcategoriesof technological applications in clinical settings.
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is now widely

used both in schools and clinics as a means {]

delermining hearing loss at specific frequencies through the use of "pure tone
assessment. Audiometers differ widely in function and sophistication and can b
used for individual

or group assessment. Figure 2 shows a group of students fron

the same time period being assessed wilh an audiometer.

EyeCameras
Cameras designed 10track and record eye movemenls have been used for nearl,

Percepfual ScreCl/il1:?Devices

a century. By measuring saccadesand lixations during reading. eye camcras pl"l1
Perhaps Ihe leasl controversial

application

of technology to reading assessment

vide a window on certain reading subprocesses, a capacity which has given ther

has involved screening for visual and auditory deficits. Visual screening has been

an important

associated with a variety of devices thai present specific stimuli

Figure 3 shows an early eye camera used in Miles Tinker's
Univeresily of Minnesota in the 1930s.

eyes. While visual acuily has been the primary
aspects of vision, such as binocular coordination,

to one or both

focus of sllch screening, olher
have also been screened in this

way. Figure I shows a student being assessed around mid-century
stereoscopic device.

using an early

role in contemporary

research (e.g.. Rayner & Pollatsek,
laboralory

1989:
al th

Tac1ristoscopicDevices
A tachistoscope is any device used to control a reader's exposure 10 print. Th
general aim of tachistoscopes has been to train readers in the use of more eflicier
eye movements.

Tachistoscopes

have been broadly

defined to include even

paper apparatus in which a card can be used to reveal words for short period
(Harris & Sipay, 1990). Mechanized tachistoscopes have involved filmstrip~
such as the Controlled Reader (Educational Developmental Laboratories), as we'
as a variety of moving parts designed to reveal text at various speeds. Mor
recently, microcomputers have been programmed to serve a tachistoscopic fune
tion by displaying text at various rates (e.g., Davidson's Speed Reader). Som
tachistoscopic devices provided children with auditory input while the vism
stimulus was being presented. In the case of the Language Mastertrn, a card cor
tained both a printed sentence and a mylar strip with an audio recording of th
sentence. As the card passed along a groove, the tape was played, allowing
child to hear the sentence read while (hopefully)

Ih

attending to its printed form.

TapeRecorders
At least three clinical uses of audiotape have evolved. One lIse has involve
data gathering, as when students are interviewed or taped while orally readin
passagesfrom, for example, an informal reading inventory. Another is as a mear
of standardizing what is presented during the assessmentprocess. For examph
the Goldman-Fristoe-Woodcock Test of Auditory Discrimination uses an audit
S""rc~: Betts (1936).

Figure 3. EyeCamera Used by Miles Tinker in the 19305

tape to present pairs of words involving minimal phoneme variutions in order t
ensure that all children are exposed to the same stimuli. Instructionally, tap
recorders have also been used to support readers in clinical settings by makin
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available
providing

audio recordings of books to be listened
taped guidance and instruction.

to while

It is importnnt to note that the role played by technology
gories has also been addressed by nontechnical
screening, for example, can be accomplished

applicntions.

reading

or by

in each of these cateVisual and auditory

through structured observation.

movements hnve been observed using a "peephole"

Eye
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Emmett Betts described and recommended

the use of eye cameras and tachistis-

copes. The frontispiece of his book, which appears in Figure 4, provides a rare
glimpse at the early contents of university clinics, and the presence of technology
is strikingly clear. Thus, technology seems to have secured a foothold long before
mid-century.

technique in which the clini-

A second trend involves the movement from the initial appearance of a techno-

cian looked at the reader's eyes through a small hole, making it easy to count fix-

logical application as a research tool to its eventual clinical use. One example of
this movement is that of eye cameras, which were used early in the twentieth century by Tinker and others (see Betts, 1936) and which later found extensive clini-

ations (Milcs & Shcn, 1925). Tachistoscopic presentations can be made manually.
And oral reading samples can be garnered using miscue analysis, running records,
and similar techniques. Technology in each casc ndds an element of precision and
convcnicncc not possihlc without it.

Historical Trends

cal applications (e.g., Spache, 1976). Another exmllple is thc use of computers.
which began with univcrsity-bascd research, such as that conducted at Stanford
(Atkinson & Hansen, 1966), and evolved into the use of microcomputers at many
present-day university clinics (Allen, Swearingen, & Kostelnik, 1993). The trend

The limited availability of both research and records into the clinical application
of technology prevents any precise description of twentieth-century. trends. On the
other hand. certain broad trends seem apparent from the available evidence.

from research to clinical application is perhaps a natural result of both clinics amI
researchers being housed within university settings. Indeed, clinics are frequently
managed by researchers, who can be expected to keep clinical practice in line with
available evidence. This relationship may account for the public's perception,

One such trend. of course. involved the introduction of technology into clinical
settings early in the century. This process was gradual and its origin is difficult to
pinpoint. Some idea of its pervasiveness can be gained by inspection of methods
texts dating from the period. In his classic 1928 book, The lmpr0l1ement of Reading,
Arthur Gates made no mention of technological applications. In 1936. however,

accurate or not, that cutting-edge
university clinic.
A third major twentieth-century

techniques can be expected nt a research-driven
trend concerns the assessment and training of

eye movements. The advent of eye cameras allowed resenrchers to focus on the
operation of the eyes as a source of pathology in reading diagnosis. Tachistoscopes soon followed as a means of remediating faulty and inefficient eye movcmcnts. Advertiscmcnts for various tachistoscopic dcviccs. many of which were
housed in university clinics, were common around mid-century. Figures 5 and 6
display two such ads, both appearing in the December, 1963, issue of The Rending Teacher. But research into the effects of eye movement training on reading
achievement, while somewhat mixed, was generally unimpressive. I Tinker
( 1958) hnd comc to believe thnt fnulty eye movements were a symptom and not a
cause of reading difliculties,
a view gcnerally held today (Rnyncr & Pollatsek.
1989). Such a view tends to explain the fnct that eye movement training by means
of tachistoscopic devices tended to have little impact on the underlying problem.
For these reasons, tachistoscopes are rarely seen in university clinics or in public
schools today. Their abandonment, however, should not be seen as evidence that
eye cameras have no utility in clinics. On the contmry, Spache ( 1976) argued that
the information produced by eye tracking can effectively complement other data
sources available to clinicians. We agree, though our notion of the clinical role of
eye cameras differs from that of Spache. We will return to Ihnt notion later.
A fourth m(~or trend concerns the advent of microcomputers

SOllrce: Bells (1936).

Figure 4.

in clinical

set-

tings. Computers make possible a wide range of applications by virtue of their

University Reading Clinic at the State Normal School,
Oswego, New York

capacity to combine instruction with data collection, to target both reading nnd
writing, and to better reflect the realities of literacy in an increasingly digital
world. Our odic/' is that the potential for clinical applicalions

of microcomputers
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Demonstrated on the NBC. TV national
telecaston advanced cdl/cational methods,
..Experiment in Excellence."

PROVEDEFFECTIVE
in helpingstudentsreadfaster
For the past ten years, the

AVR

RATEOMETERhas been used daily in
thousands of classrooms to improve
reading skills and comprehension.

~
~

Write for further
details and prices!

AUDIO-VISUAL
RESEARCH
523 So. Plymouth Ct., Chicago,Illinois 60605, Dept. RT 312

SOl/ree:

The Rendirrg

Tene/rer

Figure 5.

(1963,

p. 192).

1963 Advertisement for a Tachistoscopic Device
Involving Controlled Exposure of Text

SOllree:

TIle Rendirrg Tenclrer (1963)

Figure 6. 1963 Advertisement for a Tachistoscopic Device
Involving a Moving Part to EncoUl"i1geHigher Re<lding Rates
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is largely untapped, and we will explore some of the possibilities in subsequent
sections of this chapler.

TECHNOLOGY IN THE CLINIC OF THE FUTURE
Computers make possible a number of transformations in the nature and operation
of university elinics. At the risk of offering speculative projections on our part, we
suggest the following possibilities but, in doing so, have attempted to constrain
them to applications now fully within the scope of technology.

Merger of the Two Historical Functions of Technology in Clinics
The characteristic functions of technology as tool and as instruclionalmedium
may become increasingly fused as computers react in more sophisticated ways to
child input. Tracking systems associated with instructional materials have long
heen a pari of computeri7.cddiagnostic-prescriptive instruction (e.g., Reinking &.
Bridwell-Bowles, 1991) but have recently been associated with more sophisticated applications, such as monitoring children's use of hypennedia resources
(Anderson-Inman & Horney, 1998), integrating performance-based tasks to
assess knowledge of content (Leu & Hillinger, 1994), recording student decisions
during word processing, and interpreting a child's voiced responses (McKenna,
1998). While student input does not always perfectly renect what they know or do
not know (Horney & Anderson-Inman, 1996), it nevertheless has the potential to
be a reliable means of monitoring student performance. We now examine these
systems in more detail.
ResourceUse

One of the most provocative ways in which electronic texts have the potential
10dilTer from their print counterparls is in the availahility of resources to assist
readers in accomplishing their purposes. Such resources can be categorized
broadly into those designed to supporl Ihe reading of students whose proficiency is not commensurate with the demands of the text2 and those intended to
enrich and extend the reading experience. (Anderson-Inman & Homey, 1998)
have funher dclineated these resources.) The growing availahility of elcclronic
lexts equipped with such resources, through authoring systems or commercial
production, strongly suggests that clinical assessment could useFully inelude a
reader's ability to use such resources, particularly those designed to assist readcrs al risk.

Technology ill Rendillg Clillics
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Embedded
Tasks
Conventional diagnostic-prescriptive software, such as that now found in an
integrated learning system (ILS), presents students with postreading questions,
records their accuracy, and implements appropriate prescriptions. Advances in
software design have made possible sophisticated tasks sitlHltedwithin the reading activity. For example, Reinking and Pickle (1993) presented students wilh
periodic questions which, if answered unsuccessfully, compelled rereading of the
material covered by the question followed by a different question. Leu and Hillinger (1994) have presented students with manipulative tasks such as dragging
geographic place names from a list to appropriate locations on a map. Incorrect
matches led to the labels' jumping back to their place in the list. These examples
suggest the ingenuity with which embedded tasks can he designed. Clinical data
gathering based on a child's performance when confronled with embedded tasks
of various kinds appears to possess extraordinary potential For meaningful
assessment, particularly given the increasing expectation that children will be able
to negoliate electronic text effectively.
Word Processillg

Tracking systems, such as Camera Man, record individual keystrokes made by
students during word processing. Clinicians or teachers can then "play back," in
QuickTime,tmprecisely what a child did from start to finish of a word processing
episode. Word processing tracking software of this kind is designed to capture
data about the process of composition and makes available information concerning the drafting, revising, and editing stages of composition. A tacit assumption
underlying such software, of course, is that students in the near future will do their
writing by means of word processors in preference to a conventional
paper-and-pencil approach. Unless, however, word processing has become so
familiar to a given child that its nuances no longer require much conscious
thought, tracking data may not convey an adequate notion of how the child
approaches writing.
Voice II/put

The growing sophistication of voice recognition software suggests the feasihility of voice input as a method of gathering data about a studenl's performance
while reading. This development might well lead, for example, to electronic miscue analysis performed as children read passages that appear on screen. Electronic
informal reading inventories may eventually supplant Ihe print versions now
administered as a matter of established practice in virtually all university clinics
(Laster, 1996).
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Greater Precision and Sophistication of Physical Measurements
The utility of conventional screening instruments such as the audiometer is
undeniable, but computer technology may link these functions to text representations and extend what they tell 'us by incorporating eye tracking cameras that
enable clinicians to consider eye movements in relation to the text a child sees. As
we noted earlier, this approach is now an established research paradigm (e.g.,
Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989), but McConkie and Zola (1987) envisioned its
extension to the clinic:
These eye movementlechniques
make it possihle to obtain specific information ahout particuhlr aspecls of percephml or language processing from a person who is in the act of reading. II
is our hope Ihal as further knowledge is acquired, these techniques will be found useful for
diagnoslic purposes. Children suspected of having reading prohlems will be able 10 read a
serics of passages as !heir eye movements are being recorded. These passages will be carefully
designed 10 contain specific types of complexilies Ihat hnve diagnostic potential. In addilion,
during the reading certain Iypes of displny manipulations will take place. The compuler will
immedialely analyze the data to see which manipulations did and did nol have effects on the
render. and to examine the render's response to Ihe vnrious complexities presenl in Ihe texl.
The cllmputer willihen prinl out for Ihe rending specinlisln reporilimt describes sl'Ccilic clmrncteristics of Ihe reader's perceptual and langunge processing, and how these are similar to and
deviale from tllOse of successful readers. Such information may be useful in identifying parlicular disorders and suggesling lines of remediation that are needed. Ideally, it would be possible
to idenlify devialions in Ihe nature of the processing laking place early enough to allow for

3.
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measures (though these too could be considered by the system as a means
triangulating). Such developments would do a great deal to circumvent two of II
factors that have limited the usefulness of expert systems to date: input time m
scope of the assessment. The remaining factor, RAM requirements, may I
alleviated by two developments. One of these is the advent of cheaper, faste
more powerful stand-alone computers. The other, remote access, is a factor \I
will discuss separately because of its broad impl!cations for university clinics.
Remote Clinical Access
The traditional practice of bringing children on campus for in-depth readir
diagnosis has been fraught with difficulties ranging from logistical and schedu
ing concerns;to the limited number of clientele who can be served in this way,
the possible traumatizing effects of the experience. Distance technology h;
already led to the distribution of remote expertise in medicine as physicians hm
used video links to examine patients at remote sites or have demonstrated surgic
techniques to practitioners located elsewhere. Such applications of technoloE
hold great promise for the prudent use of limited resources hy increasing II
accessibility of expertise to children who are geographically distributed and wi'
might find it difficult to visit the clinic.
We envision several applications of distance technology, all of which are with
the scope of current technology.

correclion hefore IIstudenl's reading progress hils heen seriously retarded (PI'. 103-1(4).

E-Mail Linkages
The creation of diagnostic software to realize this vision would be challenging, to
be sure, but is well within the range of applications now possible. The hardware
configuration to support it is well established.

More Comprehensive and Convenient Expert Systems
Expert systems, artificial intelligence (AI) programs designed to analyze an
array of data and then offer conclusions that a human expert might reach, have
already been pioneered in reading (McEneaney, 1992; McKenna, 1986, 1987).
Several factors have limited their success, however. These include prohibitive
memory requirements for a truly comprehensive expert system, the time needed
to input student data, and the difficulty of encoding qualitative,' process-oriented
measures as opposed to quantitative, product indicators such as test scores (see
McKenna, 1991). As students, even beginning readers, are exposed to greater and
greater amounts of text on screen as the digital transformation continues, and as
they engage to a greater extent in word processing as the writing medium of
choice, tracking mechanisms become defensible options for inputting large

amountsof student data into expert systems.A great deal of these data would
derive from reading and writing processes and from after-the-facl outcome

A practicum experience for clinicians in training could easily include e-m:l
linkages to practicing teachers faced with students experiencing difficultie
Information about the children could be summarized, with work samples ar
other documents scanned and forwarded as attachments. Ongoing corresponden<
between clinicians and teachers might include analysis and commentary conce...
ing the overall profile, requests for additional information that might further ilh
minate the case, and, finally, researching and suggesting alternative instruction
methods. Continuing correspondence would be apt to acquire greater focus wil
each exchange.
Ol1line Observations

Classroom-based video cameras have been used successfully to allow prese
vice teachers to observe unobtrusively in distant classrooms (Kinzer & Risk,
(998). Extending this application to the diagnosis of individual students woul
not be difficult. Contextualized classroom observation could be complementc
with one-on-one teacher-student interactions (situated at a learning ccnte
perhaps), also observed by remote clinicians. Such an arrangement would i
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effect use distance technology to achieve the same end envisioned by Reading
Recovery'sUn"behind-the-glass" approach to training. Digitized video could he
used whenever real-time observations were problematic due to scheduling. In
these ways, clinicians would have the unprecedented advantage of a noninvasive
bird's-eye view of a student's performance in a naturalistic setting. Such an application of technology might do much to counter the longstanding argument challenging the ecological validity of clinical assessment. It would in fact permit
clinicians to evaluate the context of instruction together with the student, and to
arrive at conclusions and recommendations that better renect the classroom realities of their clients (see Lipson & Wixson, 1997). Ohservations arranged in this
manner could, of course, be combined with the e-mail dialogue mentioned previously, and e-mail might be used to suggest video episodes for subsequent observations. For example, a clinician might ask the teacher to attempt a particular
instructional strategy in order to observe its effectiveness.
Celltralized Olllille Assessment

One way of satisfying the memory requirements of truly useful expert systems
would be to maintain such systems at remote sites where access to mainframe computers is available. (These remote sites would of course be the university clinics.)
Information acquired by the tracking software associated with a child's word processing or reading of electronic text could be transmitted to a university for analysis
and response. In this way, a potentially extensive array of information could be
gathered by, and made available through, the local area network of the school and
could then be accessed as needed by the expert system. Such an arrangement may
be an especially feasible approach to the trend toward cheaper computers, the
reduced computing power of which is justified by Internet links to distant mainframes (Gates, 1994). The arrangement would certainly possess the potential to
meet the needs of a sizeable number of students within a university's traditional
service area and even beyond. Such an application would be an easy first step to
take in addressing the needs of students experiencing difficulties. It might well
serve as the starting point for the traditional staffing process and might even serve
a monitoring function by alerting teachers that difficulties are emerging.
Electronic Storage of Cases
Traditionally, university clinics have provided clinicians with valuable experience in the application of diagnostic principles and procedures to real cases.
While we acknowledge that there is no substitute for a clinician's interaction with
children, we contend that an examination of virtual case studies can be extremely
profitable. Commercial electronic instruments, such as the Grady Portfolio and
others, or more sophisticated databases using authoring software (Kieffer, Hale,
& Templeton, 199R;McKenna & Clark, 1993) can be used to house data related
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to a wide variety of actual children. Such a database could grow with the addition
of new cases and could be used not only for the examination of individual cases
but also to compare and contrast related cases and even to test hypotheses across
many cases. An extensive database of this nature would have the potential to
merge case-based and concept-based learning (Spiro, 1991) and to allow cases to
anchor instruction for clinicians (Kinzer & Risko, 1998). Perhaps a fuller appreciation of the power of such a database comes from considering it not from thc
perspective of the relatively limited commercial portfolios cUITcntlyavailable, hut
from that of the extensive process-oriented tracking systems previously
described. The groundwork for such a system has already heen laid through a
federnlly funded project for preservice teacher training at Vanderbilt University
(Kinzer & Risko, 1998).

CHANGING TECHNOLOGICAL

CONTEXTS

We have argued elsewhere that the digital revolution in iext representation has
profound implications for educators (McKenna, 1996; Reinking, 1995). This revolution entails a series of transformations. At the most hasic level, representation
of text transforms the nature of literacy in fundamental ways. Il allows true reader
interaction, it permits embedded reader guidance, it may have significantly different structures than print text, and it incorporates different symhol systems (Reinking, 1994). Readers and writers of electronic text are transformed as a consequence so that the nature of electronic literacy differs in fundamental ways from
the traditional notion of print literacy. Classrooms are being transformed as well,
wherever computers are meaningfully integrated with day-to-day instruction.
This instructional transformation is not optional if schools are to provide adequate preparation for a society which is itself being irreversibly transformed.
Because these tnmsformations are ongoing, it is important for university clinicians to recognize the changing technological contexts of their clientele. Because
the students they serve will increasingly be expected to develop electronic literacy
where such applications are the rule rather than the exception, clinics will be
obliged to make their methods of assessment conform to the realities of a world
for which students are being prepared to live and function productively. Within a
society characteri7.edby virtual documents and hypermedia, clinics that continuc
to be based exclusively on print literacy will find themselves misaligned with
these contexts. The transformation of what it means, and will mean, to be literate
necessitates transforming how literacy is assessed. Computers housed in
university clinics might well be used for perfonnance-based assessment geared to
answer questions quite irrelevant to print literacy:

·

Can the student use electronic resources in a strategic manner?
Is navigation in hypertext a problem?
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Can the student acquire information from text and other mediain
Can electronic references (encyclopedias, dictionaries, etc,)

effectively?

: 4':1P.

Can the student employ skills that lack print-based counterp, .
conductinga topicsearchacrossencyclopediaentriesor managln'
interface effectively?
Can the student write in hypermedia environments, successfull
pictures, video, and audio with text?

..'

At issue is the alignment of assessment, teacher preparation, and sodel

tions.When,like threeplanets,thesefactorscome intoconjunction,'.
unity is achieved-and not until.

NOTES

.

See Spnche (1976) for a discussion of some of these studies and their implicntions.

We have referred to these supportive resources clscwhere as "clcctrllnic scufli,lds" (McKcnna.
'8).
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INTRODUCTION
While having lunch with a friend and former educator/clinic director, I Imppened
to mention that I had been asked to write a chapter on university reading clinics
and their role in education for the twenty-first century. He immediately replied,
"Oh, you're going to tell how your clinic fixes kids." It was apparent that he had
not kept up with the reading literature, and I vehemently stated, "We don't fix
kids; that would imply they are broken," I explained to him that the field does not
think or talk about children or literacy in that way any longer and that much had
changed since he had left Reading Education. My former colleague was somewhat taken aback and replied, "So, children no longer have reading problems?
What about all that I read in the paper about literacy and so many of our students
having difficulty learning to read? You can't tune into the popular press without
hearing about the failures of the educational system." He then described a
scenario that took place while watching a little league game. A concerned father
asked this known reading specialist for advice about his seven-year-old who
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